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ABSTRACT Disagreement among text annotators as a part of a human (expert) labeling process produces
noisy labels, which affect the performance of supervised learning algorithms for natural language processing.
Using only high agreement annotations introduces another challenge: the data imbalance problem. We study
this challenge within the problem of relating user comments to the content of a news article. We show
that traditional techniques for learning from imbalanced data, such as oversampling, using weighted loss
functions, or assigning weak labels using crowdsourcing, may not be sufficient for modeling complex
temporal relationships between news articles and user comments. In this study, we propose a framework
for aligning comments and articles 1) from imbalanced news data characterized with 2) different degrees of
annotator agreement, under 3) a constrained budget for human labeling and computing resources.Within the
framework, we propose a Semi-Automatic Labeling solution based onHuman-AI collaboration.We compare
our proposed technique with traditional data imbalance handling techniques and synthetic data generation
on the article-comment alignment problem, where the goal is to determine a category of an article-comment
pair that represents how relevant the comment is to the article. Finding an effective and efficient solution
is essential because it is time-consuming and prohibitively costly to manually label a sufficiently large
amount of article-comment pairs based on the semantic understanding of an article and its comments.
We discover that the Human-AI collaboration outperforms all alternative techniques by 17% of article-
comment alignment accuracy. When there is no time or budget for re-labeling some article-comment pairs,
we found that synonym augmentation is a reasonable alternative. We also provide a detailed analysis of the
effect of humans in the loop and the use of unlabeled data.

INDEX TERMS Annotators’ disagreement, article-comment alignment, imbalance classes, multi-class
classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
The underlying assumption in supervised learning is that
ground truth, which humans usually obtain, is error-free.
In practice, this assumption is not always true; different tasks
have different levels of difficulty, which for certain applica-
tions makes it challenging for humans to agree on a ground
truth [28]. In many practical problems, humans do not agree
on their annotations [4], providing noisy labels that affect
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the downstream performance of machine learningmodels [8].
One such problem is the Article-Comment Alignment Prob-
lem (ACAP) [2], where the goal is to classify an article-
comment pair into one of several categorical relevancy levels.
For example, an annotator might consider article-comment
pairs relevant, while another might consider them irrelevant.
Such disagreement may be due to factors outside reading
comprehension (e.g., background knowledge). For example,
consider an article on the ongoing war in Ukraine and a user
comment on that article that talks about the war in Kosovo.
One annotator may be aware of that event, while another may
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not be aware of that event, which happened in 1999. They will
likely give different annotations for the relationship between
the article and the comment. We found that focusing on data
points with high agreement and ignoring data points with
low agreement leads to class imbalance issues. This typically
occurs when the examples with high disagreement belong to
one class, which is the focus of our study.

Data imbalance is characterized by a skewed distribution
of classes [22]. More precisely, such imbalance arises when
a class or some classes are not sufficiently represented in the
training examples compared to other classes. Class imbalance
is a property of real-life data and a well-studied machine-
learning problem. A line of research focuses on using eval-
uation measures that are more appropriate for imbalanced
data, such as the area under ROC curve [13]. Other research
aims at teaching amodel to weigh instances according to their
frequency across classes. For example, an error on instances
from the minority class may be penalized more during the
training process compared to the majority class [6]. This
action will force themodel to paymore attention to theminor-
ity class examples [14]. Some of the traditional approaches
focus on balancing the number of examples using oversam-
pling and undersampling techniques [29], and some research
focuses on developing toolkits that can serve this purpose,
such as [33]. Oversampling and undersampling cannot be
applied to all problems, particularly not in the presence of
noisy labels that may further exacerbate the classification per-
formance and distort a classifier’s decision boundary. Other
research proposes generating synthetic examples to augment
the minority class, such as Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE) [1].

This work proposes a framework to select the most effec-
tive and efficient technique given a constrained budget and
desired performance. Hence, we consider Human-AI collab-
oration when such teaming is feasible and compare it to a
fully automatic technique requiring minimal human-based
annotation. As a case study, we tackle the class imbalance
issue in ACAP, which we describe in Section II. This problem
is challenging to address using crowdsourcing since read-
ing articles and their associated comments is burdensome
and time-consuming. In addition, this requires a semantic
understating of the given input to grant the most appropriate
label that reflects the level of relevancy between an article
and its corresponding comments. Therefore, we omit to
utilize crowdsourcing to address the problem considered in
this work and instead aim at providing possible answers to
the following research questions:
Q1: Does the proposed human-AI technique enhance the

model performance compared to baselines?
Q2: To what extent does the human-in-the-loop approach

and the amount of unlabeled data affect a Human-AI
team’s performance?

Q3: How does synthetic data generation affect the article-
comment alignment performance?

Q4: What are each technique’s marginal benefit and
marginal cost?

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. ARTICLE-COMMENT ALIGNMENT PROBLEM (ACAP)
Assume a source (e.g., a news outlet) s ∈ S that consists of
n articles and their comments s = {⟨a1, (c11, .., c1m1 )⟩, ..,
⟨an, (cn1, .., cnmn )⟩}, where the article ai is associated with
mi comments, for each i = 1, . . . , n. ACAP is the task of
finding a function f (ai, cij) that maps an article-comment pair
to a target Y , which is a class that indicates the relevance
level between a given comment and its corresponding news
article. In this study, four ordinal classes are considered. The
classes are 1) Relevant - the comment’s content discusses the
same matter as the article. 2) Same Category - the comment
is not relevant; however, it discusses an issue from the same
category as the article. For example, an article that discusses
the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine and a comment dis-
cussing the Iraq invasion of Kuwait in 1990. In this case,
the article and comment do not discuss the same issue but
are within the same category (politics). 3) Same Entities -
the comment is not directly relevant, however, it mentions
the same entities appearing in the article but in a different
scope. For example, consider an article discussing the Rus-
sian invasion of Ukraine and mention the Russian President
Vladimir Putin. In contrast, a comment may discuss the UK’s
decision not to invite Putin to Queen Elizabeth’s funeral.
Here, both the article and the comment mention Putin but in a
different context. Finally, 4) Irrelevant - the comment content
is irrelevant to the article and does not belong to any of the
above classes. Our classes are ordinal with some overlap; the
more a comment context differs from the article, the higher
the distance between the article and the comment.

B. CHALLENGES
ACAP requires a comprehension of both the article and
its comments, making it challenging and time-consuming.
To label the data, we provide annotators with instructions
that we discuss in Section V-A. Later, we interviewed anno-
tators to get their feedback regarding the labeling process.
We found that they had difficulty distinguishing between the
Relevant class and Same Category class, resulting in a high
disagreement between the annotators. According to the Fleiss
Kappa statistic, the level of disagreement between annotators
is mostly fair. Therefore, we define two types of data points in
each source: Gold Standard (GS) and Noisy Examples (NE).
The GS examples are examples for which the annotators
predominantly agree, while NE examples represent those
examples for which annotators disagree with each other for
the most part. In other words, GS are examples with low
standard deviation (σ ) of annotation disagreement, computed
as

σ =

√
6|x − x̄|

n
, (1)

where n is the total number of annotators, x is the class given
by the nth annotator, and x̄ is the mean of annotations given
by all annotators. In this study, we used three annotators and
σ = 0.5 to divide the article-comments pairs into GS and NE
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examples. If all annotators agree or one annotator disagrees
with a difference of one (e.g., the annotator labels a comment
as Same Category, i.e. label 2, while all other annotators
label it as Same Entities, i.e. label 3), using σ = 0.5 will not
change the aggregated (final) class obtained by an aggregat-
ing schema. On the other hand, σ > 0.5 would mean that all
three annotators disagree, or at least one of them disagrees
with a larger difference (2 or 3), which affects the aggregated
label more.

III. RELATED WORK
In supervised learning, challenging problems [28] are sub-
ject to annotators’ disagreement [7] between humans. A line
of research [4], [8], [12] shows that the presence of noisy
labels is highly correlated with the performance of a clas-
sification model [8]. Focusing only on examples with high
agreement might lead to class imbalance [14], [22]. Research
focuses on addressing the data imbalance problem from an
evaluation perspective [13], and model point of view [3].
In contrast, other works argue that producing weak labels
obtained by active learning [5] and crowdsourcing [35] will
overcome the class balancing issue. However, sometimes
crowdsourcing might not be a suitable approach, considering
that resources (i.e., budget) are limited in many large-scale
applications. Therefore, another approach is to utilize unla-
beled data to produce pseudo-labels using semi-supervised
techniques [20].

In this work, we focus on solving the imbalance issue
by generating synthetic data and leveraging many unlabeled
data. The text requires systematic techniques to generate
synthetic data that are from the same distribution as real
data. Some research focuses on generating synthetic exam-
ples using summarization techniques [23], [26], [27], and
synthetic data generation techniques such as synonym aug-
mentation [18]. Another line of work is focused on generating
new labeled examples by leveraging unlabeled data [10], [34].

We consider two techniques to enhance our data. First,
we utilize summarization and synonym augmentation to gen-
erate synthetic data. Second, we utilize unlabeled data to
generate more labeled examples. We make the following
contributions in this work: 1) utilize summarization, and
synonym augmentation to ACAP [16], [32]; 2) develop a
framework for leveraging unlabeled data with the human-
in-the-loop approach; and 3) propose a utility function that
allows practitioners to select an appropriate approach based
on their budget and desired performance.

IV. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
Here we define our proposed Semi-Automatic Labeling tech-
nique for article-comment alignment with a high imbalance
of classes due to high human-to-human labeling disagree-
ment. We propose to utilize unlabeled data using a semi-
automatic labeling method with Human-AI collaboration.

Semi-Automatic Labeling focuses on utilizing unlabeled
data through semi-supervised techniques since unlabeled
data is cheaper to obtain. One of the most widely used

FIGURE 1. An example of comment embedding visualization for GS Fox
News using t-SNE. Each color represents a class. A zoomed-in case
1) shows misclassified examples, while cases 2) and 3) show
misclassified examples with high overlap between different classes,
making it more difficult to assign the aggregated class for these examples.

semi-supervised methods is pseudo labeling [20], which cre-
ates weak labels with the use of Long-Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) [15] networks. We use a different approach,
relying on a Human-AI team. Here we start by learning
the distribution of comments in the GS data using the pre-
trained BERT [9] and visualizing the distribution in two
dimensions using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embed-
ding (t-SNE) [24]. Figure 1 shows an example of comment
embedding visualization for a particular news source (Fox
News) using t-SNE. From the visualization, we identify mis-
classified comments that do not belong to the same cluster
based on its distribution and ask humans to relabel them
by reading the article and the comment and checking if the
given class is correct or not. This process is repeated until we
reach an error rate less than λ, where λ is a hyperparameter.
A larger λ means that we relax the error rate constraint,
resulting in fewer iterations and fewer contributions from the
human side and vice versa. To optimize λ, we run multiple
experiments with different values of λ; we found that λ =

0.05, allowing a 5% error rate in our GS examples, results
in a satisfactory performance with a reasonable number of
human correction iterations. Finally, we learn the embedding
of the unlabeled data and label them according to their nearest
neighbors using the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm.
We tested different values of k = 2, 3, 5 and found that
k = 3 is the most suitable option. Note that unlabeled data
is not part of the evaluation and testing sets during training
and evaluation. Algorithm 1 shows the process of the Semi-
Automatic Labeling technique. The inputs to the algorithm
are the GS examples, unlabeled examples, and λ, which
is the allowed error rate given by the user. The remaining
hyperparameters in the algorithm are described as follows:
1) c parameter is a counter for the number of rounds the
human has to perform certain corrections. 2) E represents
misclassified examples, which is a subset of GS. We identify
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these instances by visualizing the comment distribution using
t-SNE. 3) ϵ actual error rate, calculated as count(E), the
number of misclassified examples divided by count(GS),
the total number of examples in GS. 4) Enew represents the
examples that humans correct. 5) GSupdate is the merge of
GS examples after we remove the misclassified examples
and the corrected examples Enew. After c counts, where ϵ ≤

λ, we start the prediction process for unlabeled examples
as follows. 1) Train a KNN model using GSnew examples.
2) Learn the embedding of the unlabeled data using h̄, the last
hidden state of BERT that is pre-trained on GS. 3) Predict the
labels for unlabeled data using the trained KNN model based
on their three nearest neighbors. The outputs of the algorithm
are GSupdate, which is the final updated GS after the human
correction, unlabelednew, the new labeled data, and c, which
represents the total number of rounds that the human has to
perform some corrections.

Algorithm 1 Semi-Automated Labeling
Procedure: SemiAutomated(GS, unlabeled, λ)

/* counter for human correction
rounds */

c = 0
/* While actual error rate (ϵ) is

greater than allowed error rate
(λ) */

while (ϵ > λ) do
/* Learn GS comments’ embeddings

*/
embGS = BERT (GS)
/* Identify misclassified

examples */
E = tSNE(embGS )
/* update the error rate (ϵ) */

ϵ =
count(E)
count(GS)

/* Apply human correction to E */
Enew = HumanCorrection(E)
GSupdate = Merge(GS, Enew)
c+ +

/* Learn unlabeled embedding using
the pre-trained BERT’s last
hidden state (h̄) */

embunlabeled = h̄(unlabeled)
KNNtrain = KNN (GSupdate)
unlabelednew = KNNtrain(embunlabeled )

Output: GSupdate, unlabelednew, c

V. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the data, classification model, compar-
ison techniques, and experimental settings.

A. DATA AND LABELING
We collected news articles and comments between 2015 and
2017 frommultiple news sources.We chose five news sources

TABLE 1. Sources’ statistics. # tokens (art.) represent the articles’
maximum sequence length expressed as the number of words after text
preprocessing. # tokens (comm.) represent the comments’ maximum
sequence length expressed as the number of words after text
preprocessing. GS are gold standard examples (article-comment pairs),
NE stands for noisy examples (article-comment pairs) and Unlabeled are
all unlabeled examples (article-comment pairs). The last four rows
represent the proportion of each class in GS (article-comment pairs).

representing the ACAP. The data contains articles and com-
ments with a broad range of lengths and a different number
of comments per article. Three English speakers generated
labels to annotate the article-comment pairs [2]. The annota-
tors manually and independently mapped the pairs to one of
the four proposed classes, ‘Relevant’, ‘Same Entities’, ‘Same
Category’, and ‘Irrelevant’. We provide the annotators with
the following: 1) article-comment pairs without the surround-
ing context (i.e., the parent and child comments), and 2) the
four classes of relevance-level categories with an explanation
and an example for each.We assign the final label of each pair
using an averaging aggregation scheme. We study ACAP on
five news sources where each source contains news articles
and comments from Wall Street Journals (WSJ), Fox News
(FN), Daily Mail (DM), The Guardian (TG), and Market
Watch (MW), where each source consists of 1, 000 article-
comment pairs. Table 1, shows the descriptive statistics of
each source. We can see that the relevant class is the most
underrepresented in most sources. By performing a Fleiss
Kappa agreement analysis on GS examples, we observe that
the agreement score improved between [12%− 22%], where
the actual scores are between [0.44 − 0.60], and the agree-
ment scores for all sources shift from the ‘fair’ range to the
‘moderate’ range. However, even when using GS examples,
the agreement did not reach a substantial or almost perfect
agreement based on the interpretation of the Kappa score.
Because for most pairs in the GS set, one annotator assigns a
label with a distance of 1 compared to the other annotators.
For instance, two annotators assign a class value of 1 (rele-
vant), while one annotator assigns a class value of 2 (same
category). In this work, labeled NE examples are treated as
unlabeled examples.

B. DOWNSTREAM CLASSIFICATION MODEL
To classify article-comment pairs, we use BERTAC [2],
which utilizes BERTbase architecture to predict the article-
comment pair class. BERTAC allows us to learn more expres-
sive embeddings of articles and comments. To address ACAP,
we combine an article and its comment into a pair of seg-
ments. We aim to use BERT’s self-attention mechanism
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and bidirectional cross-attention in an end-to-end manner to
encode the relevance between an article comment pair.

C. BASELINE TECHNIQUES
We compare the proposed technique to the original labels
obtained by annotators and GS. In addition, traditional data
imbalance method and generating synthetic comments.

1) ORIGINAL
The initial data provided to annotators for labeling consists of
1, 000 article-comment pairs for each source. These data con-
tains GS and NE data points, where GS examples represent
54% − 87% of the data, while NE represents 13% − 46%.

2) GS
Only labeled data points with high agreement scores (accord-
ing to the definition described in Section II) are used for
learning. Table 1 shows the number of data points in GS and
the proportions of each class in percentages. Note that in all
data, the ‘Relevant’ class represents the minority class with
around 29%− 51% fewer data points than the majority class,
which is ‘Irrelevant’ in all applications except for FN and
DM, where the majority class is ‘Same Entities’.

3) TRADITIONAL DATA IMBALANCE TECHNIQUES
a: OVERSAMPLING
The goal of oversampling is to distribute the classes uni-
formly. This technique expands the minority classes by dupli-
cating data points from the minority class. Here we utilize
Random Oversampling [25] by selecting samples at random
with replacement. We choose to oversample all classes to
uniform the number of data points in each class. Using this
method, we generate 250 − 390 data points per class.

b: WEIGHTED LOSS
In this technique, we modify the model loss function to
account for the minority class more by assigning a higher
weight to examples from the minority class during the train-
ing process. To achieve this, we assigned a weight to each
example in the data, where the weight is calculated as follows,

w =

 1 if D ̸∈ Classmin,
count(Dmax)
count(Dmin)

otherwise.
(2)

The example weight is equal to 1 if the example does not
belong to the minority class Dmin, which means we are using
the model with the original loss function. In contrast, the
example weight is the total number of the majority class
examples count(Dmax) divided by the total number of the
minority class examples count(Dmin). D denotes the sample
of the data that belongs to one class.

4) GENERATING SYNTHETIC DATA
In this approach, we utilize our understanding of the prob-
lem that the relevant class is underrepresented in our data,

as shown in Table1. This technique aims to produce synthetic
relevant comments to augment the dataset. Hence, we pro-
duce synthetic comments using 1) Extractive Summarization
and 2) Synonym Augmentation. To ensure that none of the
synthetic data is leaked into the testing set, in all our exper-
iments, we split the GS data into training, validation, and
testing datasets, and then we merge the generated data with
the training set.

a: EXTRACTIVE SUMMARIZATION
This technique utilizes the articles to generate relevant com-
ments by selecting sentences in the article that are highly
representative of the full article and treating them as com-
ments. We utilize statistical methods [26] and sentence sim-
ilarity based on graphs techniques [27] to generate new
relevant comments. We extract sentences containing words
with higher frequencies, such as TF-IDF. These sentences
are considered the most representative of the article. On the
other hand, we generate additional comments by converting
the article and each sentence of the article to a matrix and
then calculating the similarity between the sentence matrix
and article matrix using Euclidean distance. Then we employ
PageRank [30] to rank sentences based on their similarity.
Using both techniques helps produce synthetic yet relevant
comments from the same distribution as the articles. Note
that in this work, we do not intend to propose a new text
summarization technique; therefore, we utilize more reliable
and well-known methods.

b: SYNONYM AUGMENTATION
Using relevant comments in our GS data, we generate
new comments by replacing some words with their syn-
onyms [18]. Here we utilize Global Vectors for Word Rep-
resentation (GLOVE) [31] to substitute the verbs and nouns
with their synonyms. This technique helps produce synthetic
relevant comments from the same distribution as the original
comments generated by users.

c: COMBINED SYNTHETIC GENERATION
To understand the effect of each synthetic data generation
technique, we also compare to using merged synthetic exam-
ples produced by Extractive Summarization and Synonym
Augmentation.

D. UTILITY FUNCTION
This function aims to provide an approximation of the cost of
resources to aid the decision in terms of which approach to
take. To that end, we define a utility function that penalizes
the performance of a given approach with its associated cost
and thus can be used to find the most effective and efficient
approach among multiple approaches. The utility function is
calculated as follows,

f ∗
= argmax

fk
U(fk ), k = 1, . . . ,K , (3)
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Here,U(fk ) is the performance of the k-th approach penalized
by its associated cost, defined as:

U(fk ) = |pk − (p−1
k · ćk )|, (4)

where pk is a performance measure (in this study we mea-
sure performance in terms of predictive accuracy); p−1 is
the inverse value of p which is used to prevent U(fk ) from
vanishing, ćk is the normalized value of ck defined as the
cost of approach k . We normalize the value of ck to make
sure that both the performance and cost values fall within the
same range of [0, 1]. The normalized cost ćk is calculated as
follows,

ćk =
ck − min(c⃗)

max(c⃗) − min(c⃗)
, (5)

where c⃗ = [c1, . . . , cK ] is a vector that contains the costs of
all approaches. The cost of the k-th approach is defined as

ck = (th · δh) + (tcpu · δcpu), (6)

where th and δh denote the time allocated for humans in
the loop and the human cost per unit (hour), respectively;
while tcpu is the CPU time and δcpu is the CPU cost per
time unit. In this study, since humans participated voluntarily,
δh = δcpu = 1. However, the cost is still accounted for in the
equation for reproducibility and generalization purposes.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To answer our research questions, we start by 1) comparing
the overall performance between the baselines and proposed
approach, followed by a detailed analysis of the performance
of predicting each class separately. 2) Show the effect of
humans and the amount of unlabeled data in the Human-AI
team technique. 3) Analyze the impact of different synthetic
data generation techniques. 4) We present the utility function
analysis that aims to determine the best approach.

A. Q1: PERFORMANCE OF BASELINES AND THE
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
1) OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Here we compare the performance of the baseline tech-
niques with the proposed techniques. As shown in Table 2,
Semi-Automatic Labeling, where we utilize unlabeled data
in a Human-AI team, clearly outperforms all other pro-
posed and baseline techniques. Semi-Automatic Labeling
increases accuracy between 14% − 17% compared to Orig-
inal and GS. By comparing synthetic data generation tech-
niques, we see that Synonym Augmentation is slightly better
than Extractive Summarization with an increase in accuracy
between 1% − 8%. We believe that the reason behind this
is the ability of Extractive Summarization to generate com-
ments based on the article. In contrast, Synonym Augmen-
tation generates comments based on the original comments
from the same distribution as that of a given article; this
shift in distribution leads to an increase in performance.
Furthermore, looking at themodel stability, based on the stan-
dard deviation in classification accuracy, we observe that the

FIGURE 2. FN confusion matrices on the test set for GS and proposed
techniques. Classes are as follows: 4=‘Irrelevant’, 3=‘Same Entities’,
2=‘Same Category’, and 1=‘Relevant’.

proposed techniques are more stable than other techniques,
particularly compared to oversampling and weighted loss,
where the standard deviation is at least five times higher.
Finally, we conclude that traditional class imbalance tech-
niques, such as Oversampling and Weighted Loss, do not
answer the ACAP class imbalance problem.

2) WITHIN-CLASS PREDICTION PERFORMANCE
When comparing the baseline methods, we observed that
in some cases, GS performs better than the original data.
We notice that the ‘Relevant’ class is underrepresented in
the data, which leads the model not to predict the ‘Rele-
vant’ class. Therefore, this experiment aims to understand
how each technique, GS, Extractive Summarization, Syn-
onymAugmentation, and Semi-Automatic Labeling, can pre-
dict each class. Figure 2 shows the confusion matrix that
illustrates and summarizes their classification performance.
Looking at GS, we can see that the ‘Relevant’ class was mis-
classified as the ‘Same Entities’ class. In contrast, the other
approaches can successfully predict the ‘Relevant’ class.
We can also observe that Extractive Summarization performs
the worst in predicting the ‘Relevant’ class. This is due to the
distribution shift between original comments written by users
and comments generated by article summarization. Finally,
it is clear that all techniques can correctly identify irrelevant
classes compared to the rest of the classes; this is an indication
of clear separation between the ‘Irrelevant’ and the ‘Rele-
vant’, ‘Same Entities’, and ‘Same Categories’ examples.

B. Q2: EFFECT OF HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP AND
UNLABELED DATA
1) EFFECT OF HUMAN CORRECTION
This experiment aims to explore the extent of the error rate λ

in the Semi-Automatic Labeling technique and characterize
the effect of λ on the model performance and human-in-the-
loop time. First, we investigate the effect of λ on two extreme
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TABLE 2. Test accuracy (in percent) for all techniques. The data are ordered based on the sequence length from smallest to largest. We report test
accuracy and standard deviation calculated by repeating each experiment five times.

cases when the annotators’ agreement is the highest and
lowest for our data, more specifically, when the agreement
is highest for the FN source and lowest for the WSJ sources.
The number of rounds in which humans need to manually
correct data points appears to be correlated with λ; a smaller λ
suggests that humans need a few additional rounds compared
to using a higher λ. We observed that for all sources, a λ value
between 9% and 7% required 1 − 2 rounds of corrections,
while a λ between 1% and 3% required at least 5 rounds of
corrections. On the other hand, λ = 5% results in a practically
reasonable number of correction rounds (2 − 3).
Regarding the effect of λ on the model performance,

in general, model performance and λ seem to have an inverse
relationship (shown in Figure 4 (a)). In other words, a higher
λ leads to lower performance and vice versa. ForWSJ, we can
see a peak in performance after decreasing λ from 9% to 7%;
WSJ has the lowest agreement between annotators, and after
two rounds of corrections, the model performance increases
by 8%. However, on both WSJ and FN, the model perfor-
mance becomes stable after λ = 5%, which indicates that
5% is the most effective and efficient error rate that can yield
high performancewith reasonable cost since λ = 5% requires
between 2 − 3 rounds of human corrections compared to
smaller λ. It is not surprising that more interaction between
humans and the Semi-Automatic Labeling leads to higher
costs, which we observed in Figure 4 (b) where λ = 1%
requires much more human time (Th) to make a proper cor-
rection, comparing to λ = 9%.

2) EFFECT OF AMOUNT OF UNLABELED DATA
The purpose of this experiment is to explore to what extent
the amount of unlabeled data affects the performance of
the Semi-Automatic Labeling technique. We compared the
accuracy in percentages for each source when we do not use
any unlabeled data 0%, and once the number of unlabeled
data is increased by 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of the
total number of unlabeled data. The ratio between labeled and
unlabeled data when the fraction of unlabeled data change
is shown in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the test accuracy for
different fractions of unlabeled data, where 0% indicates the
model performance on GS data, without including the Semi-
Automatic Labeling technique.We can see that the number of
unlabeled examples plays a key role in gradually enhancing
the performance obtained on all sources. For all sources, the

FIGURE 3. Test accuracy in percentages for each proportion of unlabeled
data. 0% indicates that we only use GS. 100% means that we utilize all
unlabeled data in a given source.

FIGURE 4. (a) The effect of error rate (λ) on the model performance.
(b) The error rate (λ) and human correction time (Th) in minutes for the
Semi-Automatic Labeling approach on the FN and WSJ sources.

accuracy increases when unlabeled data is 4 times larger than
labeled data. For WSJ and MW the peak occurs when the
fraction of used unlabeled data is between 60% − 80% and
40% − 60% for DM, TG, and FN. The difference in peak
starting point is due to the fact the total number of unlabeled
examples in WSJ and MW, is much smaller than in other
sources.

C. Q3: PERFORMANCE OF SYNTHETIC GENERATION
TECHNIQUES
This experiment aims to understand the extent of syn-
thetic generation on the model performance. We compare
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TABLE 3. Ratio between labeled:unlabeled examples for each fraction.
Note that 100% represents the usage of all unlabeled examples in a
source, and the percentages 20% − 80% indicates the fraction of
unlabeled examples that is used.

FIGURE 5. Boxplots of the test accuracies obtained by Extractive
Summarization, Synonym Augmentation, and Combined Synthetic
Generation for the MW and TG sources.

Extractive Summarization, where the generated comments
are based on their respective articles; Synonym Augmenta-
tion, where the generated comments are based on original
comments; and the Combined Synthetic techniques, where
we combined both Extractive Summarization and Synonym
Augmentation. As shown in Figure 5, Synonym Augmenta-
tion outperforms Extractive Summarization. This is due to
the shift between the original and synthetic data (Synonym
Augmentation produces synthetic data from the same distri-
bution as the original comments). Moreover, Synonym Aug-
mentation outperforms the Combined Synthetic technique,
although the latter leverages more examples since it gener-
ates synthetic data using two techniques. We observed that
Synonym Augmentation is more stable than the other two
synthetic generation techniques. This is because Extractive
Summarization produces some noise that confuses the model
and makes it unstable when the combined technique is used
as well.

D. Q4: MARGINAL BENEFIT VS. MARGINAL COST
The objective of Q4 is to aid decisions on balancing between
performance and resource allocation. Although the Semi-
Automatic Labeling approach obtains the highest perfor-
mance across all sources, it is the most resource-consuming
approach. This is due to two reasons. First, in this approach,
the human factor th is considered in calculating the cost,

TABLE 4. Utility function values for each source. Based on Eq. (3), the
larger the value, the better (highlighted in bold).

FIGURE 6. Performance vs. Time for Extractive Summarization and
Synonym Augmentation.

while in Extractive Summarization and Synonym Augmen-
tation, th = 0 since no human time is involved. Second,
Semi-Automatic Labeling includes unlabeled data at least
7 times larger than the original data. Consequently, tcpu is
also larger in this case. Table 4 shows that when penalizing
the approaches by the cost they consume using Eq. (3),
Semi-Automatic Labeling yields the worst utilization leaving
Extractive Summarization and Synonym Augmentation as
better options from the perspective of utility. Further, look-
ing closely, we can see that Synonym Augmentation mani-
fests the best utilization except for TG, where the difference
between the two approaches is insignificant.

Looking closely at Extractive Summarization and Syn-
onym Augmentation, Figure 6 shows the time consumed
(x-axis) against performance in terms of accuracy (y-axis)
for both techniques. Each technique is depicted in different
colors, while each point represents a different source. We can
see that Synonym Augmentation yields better performance
and less time compared to Extractive Summarization in all
sources. Except for TG, where Synonym Augmentation is
insignificant and time-consuming. This is because the aver-
age number of comment tokens in TG is 46, which means
that Synonym Augmentation produces comments with larger
sequences that consume more of the CPU time. On the other
hand, Extractive Summarization produces comments that are
between 15 − 20 tokens which is 2 times shorter than com-
ments generated by Synonym Augmentation.

In summary, with time and budget for labeling some
article-comment pairs and access to larger comput-
ing resources, a practitioner should use Semi-Automatic
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Labeling since it provides the best overall performance.
However, in the case of no re-labeling budget and limited
computing resources, a fully-automated Synonym Augmen-
tation may be an alternative approach.

VII. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a framework for selecting an effec-
tive and efficient technique to address the imbalance in
article-comment alignment due to annotators’ disagreement
given a constrained budget and desired performance. Our
study shows that Semi-Automatic Labeling, where we utilize
unlabeled data with a human-in-the-loop approach, outper-
forms all other techniques considered. It is a more expen-
sive approach than fully automated alternatives that do not
involve human data relabeling. When human-in-the-loop is
not an option, we found that Synonym Augmentation, which
generates new comments from the same distribution as the
real comments, performs better than Extractive Summa-
rization, which utilizes articles to generate new comments.
We also conclude that Synonym Augmentation provides
a more reasonable tradeoff between cost and performance
with no time or budget for relabeling some article-comment
pairs.

We observe that in the embedding space, the three classes
‘Relevant’, ‘Same Entities’, and ‘Same Category’ are closer
to each other with some overlap. This phenomenon raises an
important question of whether a multi-label problem where
each article-comment pair receives multiple classes as a label
is more suited for ACAP. On the other hand, we observed
that the classes are more distinguishable in the case of some
sources compared to others. Therefore, the question is if a
systematic knowledge transfer between sources, where we
learn from classes with the highest performance and then
transfer this knowledge to other sources, will help the model
to identify each class better. We keep the answer to these
questions for future directions.
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